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Exterior Deterioration
The terra cotta detail is cracked and damaged and many of the mortar joints are missing or cracked. (Figs. 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 3-11)
Roofing Condition

Some of the cap sheet is detached. (Fig. 13-5)

Some terminations are open. (Fig. 13-7, 13-8)
Committee Recommendation

• New 5-6 Building Should Be Built
• To Be Built on New, Undetermined Site
• Identify Plan that Preserves Current Building in Some Manner
• Relieve BOE of Costs Associated with Owning and Maintaining Preserved Portion
BOE Action Steps

• Identify New School Location
• Determine Timeline For Construction
• Including Asking Community For Support
• Identify Potential Partner(s) to Ensure a Level of Building Preservation
• Identify Any Steps That Would Preserve OJ Work Auditorium
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